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Compact = Young Radio AGN






How are AGN triggered? let's look at YOUNG AGN.
Compact steep spectrum radio sources: scaled-down
version of the classical extended double radio
sources.
The smaller the radio source the higher the turnover
frequency
(Parma et al.1999)
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Shulevski et al. 2013

HI in Radio AGN
Which component is ideal to study the triggering
mechanism?
The HI 21 cm line.

•

Many HI disks may have formed from past merger or interaction
events, which are also often invoked to trigger the nuclear activity.

•

The HI tells the dynamical history of the galaxy:

•

There are young radio sources hosted by with a settled
HI disk. (for example B2 0258+35, B2 0648+27
(Shulevski 2013, Emonts 2006))

•

The time for the HI to settle in a disk (time since the
last interaction) is much larger than the lifetime of
the radio activity.

•

HOW ARE THESE AGN TRIGGERED?

•

Young radio sources are often more gas rich.

•

In compact radio sources the HI is often unsettled. (Gereb 2014,
arXiv: 1407.1799G)
Is the neutral hydrogen important in the first phases of the
radio activity?

•

The detailed study of the HI kinematics of young radio galaxies, may
give insights into their triggering.

•
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PKSB1718-649: a compact-young radio
source


VLBI observations (Tingay et al. 1997);

Young source: ~ 102-5 years

Closest compact source: z=0.0144
1995, Veron-Cetty: identified an HI disk
 HI detected in absorption
2013: new ATCA observation 36 h
+ 24h (1995 VC observations)









study the overall kinematics of the
HI disk
 date the last interaction event
and compare it to the age of the
radio source.
understand the nature of the
absorption features
 can the HI be linked to the
nuclear activity?
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Similar compact objects


ATCA observations of PKS B1718-649 + Model of the HI kinematics:



The triggering of the AGN is not related with the events that formed the HI disk.





This is observed also in other objects: galaxies like PKS B1718-649 are a particular class of
AGN
What is the link between the HI and the properties of these AGN?
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Similar compact objects




This is observed also in other
objects: galaxies like PKS
B1718-649 are a particular
class of AGN
What is the link between the
HI and the properties of these
AGN?

Geréb et al. 2014 a+b

(arXiv:1407.1799 + submitted to A&A):

4h WSRT observations for each of 93
SDSS-NVSS radio sources selected in
Flux S1.4GHz> 50 mJy , 0.02 < z < 0.23.
Stacking of absorption lines
 32 detections (30% detection rate)
 heterogenous sample of
absorption lines
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Similar compact objects
Separate the sample in Extended and Compact Radio
sources
Measure the asymmetry and the width of the absorption
lines
Compact sources have broad and asymmetric lines
Extended sources have narrow and symmetric
lines
Where are the broad symmetric lines?
Measure the shift of the line with respect to the systemic
velocity
Compact powerful radio sources have the most
shifted line profiles

Compact young radio AGN
are rich of unsettled HI
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Summary & Conclusions
Absorption studies are very successful in identifying radio sources rich
of neutral hydrogen:
 4hrs WSRT observations: 30% detection rate.
 Stacking and detailed analysis of these sources shows that compact
radio AGN are rich of HI.


The HI in this sources is typically unsettled, suggesting a link with the
radio activity.



PKS 1718-649: The detailed individual study of the HI in Compact
Radio AGN gives insights on their triggering:







The HI dynamics exclude a merger or interaction event as responsible
for the radio activity.
The configuration of the HI absorption lines suggests that cold gas
clouds may be involved in the triggering mechanism.
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